‘Quaranta giorni’ leadership test: time to transform healthcare
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In March 2020, the WHO declared the COVID-19 outbreak a global pandemic. As of 26 June 2020, there have been 9.6 million confirmed COVID-19 cases, causing about 490,000 fatalities. In the midst of this unprecedented global health crisis, extraordinary containment measures have been implemented. The WHO has emphasised the importance of specific regional estimates to enact proportional control measures and to guarantee adequate public health intervention funding. The widely different responses of healthcare systems to this pandemic have been interesting and of varied effectiveness. Draconian measures in China and Singapore resulted in good control of pathogen transmission, while the slightly more relaxed but still highly restrictive measures in Italy, Germany and the USA seem to have had different levels of effectiveness.

In Saudi Arabia, the COVID-19 pandemic has fostered the same tensions and fears that arose in healthcare staff and the public during the 2015 Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) outbreak. The difficult lessons learnt by leadership during that time now constitute a ‘silver lining’, given that early mobilisation and specific strategies and plans established during the MERS-CoV outbreak were rapidly implemented nationally prior to confirmation of the first COVID-19 cases in the country. Specifically, at King Abdulaziz Medical City, Riyadh, the staff were vigilant and able to identify the first COVID-19 case at the drive-through respiratory/influenza screening station, rapidly admitting the patient to the existing respiratory isolation ward. The patient was well cared for as per standard infection control practices, and there were no healthcare-derived secondary cases.

The COVID-19 pandemic has not only quarantined people but entire countries. ‘Social distancing’, ‘self-quarantine’ and ‘flattening the curve’ are now everyday expressions used to describe the deliberate increasing of physical space between people to avoid spreading the virus. The word quarantine comes from quarantena, a 14th-century Venetian variant of the Italian quaranta giorni, meaning ‘forty days’, the period that all ships were required to be isolated before passengers and crew could go ashore during the Black Death plague epidemic.

The pandemic has also become a stress-test case for healthcare leadership. While the public health justification for isolation or quarantine is undisputed, the past 3 months have seen the implementation of travel bans, cancellations of major international events and sporting activities, the suspension of religious activities, lockdowns in cities, the suspension of education, the indefinite closure of malls, restaurants and businesses, and a consequent far-reaching financial impact. Here we discuss the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on leadership and its catalytic role in healthcare transformation.

COVID-19: REDEFINING LEADERSHIP

Times of acute crisis prompt the simultaneous emergence of uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity. In response, rapid, high-impact decisions must be taken and implemented in a limited information setting. Leaders have to manage these elements, be able to adapt, learn new lessons as the crisis evolves and help develop medium-term strategies in order to maintain an effective operational level until such a time when longer-term planning is possible. The speed at which COVID-19 affected many countries has tested global health security and the political skills of national and international leaders. The pandemic has amplified the need for good leadership as countries battled with the dual need to coordinate efforts on a global scale and the exposure of their local public healthcare systems to sustained levels of pressure.

In this respect, the implementation of social distancing measures, even quarantine orders, has served as an interesting case study on how leadership can communicate and enact unprecedented measures. In order to act within a short time frame, the individual and public interests had to be aligned through the perception of risk, which was then clearly communicated through positions of leadership. The core message of the non-zero-sum nature of the pandemic, where someone’s infection is a threat not only to oneself but everyone else, was even more persuasive when spoken by trusted experts, as in previous infectious disease outbreaks.

Uncertainty produces anxiety, especially during times of crises, so leadership communication throughout ‘quarantine periods’ is both visible and regular, with a number of countries providing daily updates. It is likely that high awareness about the complex and hazardous situation allowed people to accept uncertainty as well as strict mitigation measures. The message was further reinforced and trusted through the independent and international lens of the WHO, who provided regular aggregated updates. Interestingly, the participation of medical experts and scientists in governmental briefings has led to the perception of a flattening of the leadership structure, with decisions taken collectively.
rather than individually. Whether this was a calculated attempt to establish a more transparent and/or agile leadership approach to the crisis will require further scrutiny. 18

TRANSFORMING HEALTHCARE FOR THE FUTURE
The ‘viral war’ against the pandemic that began in December 2019 from the first cases emerging from Wuhan, China, has highlighted frailties in the structure and competence of global healthcare systems. 19-20 Transformation after the pandemic seems inevitable. While countries are still focusing on the emergency phase of handling this pandemic and lifting quarantine measures, it is equally important to immediately establish mechanisms and processes for the recovery phase and plan for the future health of nations. The global healthcare system is now ripe for a paradigm shift, with public health and digital innovations such as delivery of clinical care through telehealth emerging at the forefront. 21-22

At an international level, organisations must now be further supported and take the lead in driving, coordinating and strengthening institutions at the regional and international levels through this path of anticipated healthcare transformation as part of sustainable development plans. 23 The WHO needs to ensure and oversee the prioritisation of established preparedness plans for public health, considering that it is no longer a local or national but a global issue. For example, the WHO infection prevention and control minimum requirements 24 are standards that should be in place across resource-restricted settings at both national and local health facility levels to provide minimum ongoing protection. The mandate must be international to ensure its progress, with advanced national healthcare systems further improving capacity in low-income and middle-income settings, including for public health. 25 New public health measures should be instated for public transportation, aviation, cruise liners and rail systems to boost travel while ensuring health security.

Furthermore, part of the recovery phase from this pandemic will be to consider robust assessment and plans to reverse the pandemic’s major impact on social life and the economy. City and country lockdowns and social distancing have had a major impact on general psychological well-being, especially in those with ingrained multigenerational occupancy per residence. Inter- city healthcare systems and national healthcare systems should provide appropriate, carefully designed support to individuals, families and communities so that they regain their mental well-being, and an intertwined mental healthcare programme should be a high priority in the return to the new normal. 26-27

It is expected that severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) will continue to be a major threat to national healthcare systems and international public health in the years to come, with entry into the general circulation and recurrent wintertime outbreaks and seasonal transmissions similar to influenza. 28 Therefore, long-lasting changes to the healthcare infrastructure and clinical practice are required, perhaps through the design of dedicated, fully-equipped COVID-19 hospitals, emergency departments or primary care centres, such that a potential surge capacity can be satisfied. 29-30 Social distancing and wearing of face masks are already forming part of our new norm, embedded in our daily interactions, and regular public screening strategies, such as drive-through screening, will be introduced to minimise further outbreaks. 31-32

Until recently, it was unimaginable that a single virus could wreak so much devastation despite many countries boasting world-class healthcare. There needs to be greater use of smart technologies with early warning systems. 33 State-of-the-art tracing of exposed individuals through smart phones, GPS applications and artificial intelligence, entrenching digital epidemiology principles, is a necessity. 34 These technologies must and can be built while protecting privacy concerns so that public trust becomes the foundation of their adoption. 35, 36

Every dark cloud has a silver lining. As COVID-19 eclipses, medical leadership is being redefined and refined through this time of crisis. This redefinition is a necessary prerequisite for the inevitable transformation of healthcare, for the improvement of public health interventions in order to prevent prolonged and universal quarantine measures, and for creating more effective, technologically assisted systems for the next pandemic(s). 31 December 2019 will be remembered for bringing quaranta giorni to life.
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